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Case Study #3: Collaboration workflows and best practices; what are standard work 

processes that facilitate collaboration process management 

Problem Statement 

Standard work processes are needed in order to facilitate collaboration 

process management. There must be some structure to ensure the right message is 

being conveyed especially working on virtual teams. What sort of collaboration 

workflows and best practices are needed to make this happen? Technology has an 

impact on how we do things and understanding what appropriate collaboration 

workflows is needed to achieve one’s goal.  

Challenges and Opportunities 

Collaboration is vital as move to a digital world; need to be able to find ways 

to work with people on a global standpoint. A virtual team is how companies do 

business now. For example, Simpleview is a good collaboration tool and is effective 

for DMOs (Destination Marketing Organizations); however, what sort of collaboration 

workflows would be designed and their best practices? 

Understanding virtual team dynamics; as Duarte (2006) discussed what 

impact technology has because virtual teams by means of electronic communication 

and collaboration technology, it is important to anticipate its effect on team dynamics.  

For instance, group decision support systems (GSS), technology can increase the 

team’s depth of analysis and clarify vague problems due to using effective 

technology such as electronic meeting system (EMS). EMS is a type of computer 

software that facilitates creative problem solving and decision-making of groups 

within or across organizations; EMS extends the web conferencing system by 
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providing interactive tools for producing and documenting group results (Wikipedia, 

2017). Building in EMS into a standard process can facilitate an effective process in 

addressing customers’ needs or analyzing the journey map between 

partners/stakeholders/employees. 

CRM Search listed out CRM best practices which could also apply to other 

software and looked at as challenges (Holland, n.d.): 

User adoption. It has to come from the top down: 

 Senior management need to bring clarity of vision, purpose, importance and 

alignment among business strategy and CRM software 

 keep engaged in the implementation process, reward successes and 

implement course corrections 

User Involvement Facilitates Long-Term Adoption 

 Best practices involve user communities from Sales, Customer Support and 

Marketing early, and throughout all stages of the implementation, 

collaboration. 

 Designing workflows that meet that are aligned with the functionality or 

purpose 

Process Enablement 

 Systems can be successful only if it incorporates effective business 

processes. These processes must be clearly identified and defined. 

Workflow Tools Enable Business Process Automation 
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 True flexibility comes from architecting processes in the software such that 

completion of one action triggers another.  

 This is the definition of workflow, the availability of which elevates the system 

from being a data repository to a true process enablement tool. 

The opportunity to link best practices and workflow processes is to automate the 

effort.  For instance, customers, partners and stakeholders have different objectives 

which lead to the challenge of data and project management (Rogers, 2015): 

 Data Integrity: How do you handle multiple collaborators, each with their own 

format, and different tools for drawing molecules? 

 Data Synchronization: How do you manage multiple IDs with different 

collaborators?  

 Data Access: How do you ensure that each team member can only access 

what he/she is authorized to see?  

Figure 1 and 2 are examples of a context diagram that illustrates the workflow 

process of collaboration on a project; from the business rule down to the interactions 

with partners/stakeholders and employees.  

Figure 1. Schematic providing context diagram of collaboration and workflow 

(Rogers, 2015) 
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Figure 2. Context Diagram of an Organizations and its Touchpoints 

(http://www.suggest-keywords.com/cHBtIHdvcmtmbG93/) 

 

Business Solution 

Well-designed workflow which facilitates best practices for standard business 

processes should be able to Optum Collaborate (2017): 

 Reduce costs through better collaboration 

 Connect securely and communicate effectively 

 Provide transparency to drive accountability 

 Strengthen relationships 

 Use across multiple environments 

See Figure 3 for a schematic that Optum provides in regards to collaboration. There 

are numerous options to help facilitate collaboration. Karlson (2017) provided a list of 

the top 40 team collaboration tools. They were divided in three categories, 

Communication & Collaboration, Project Management and Time tracking; Table 1a 

and 1b lists the top ten. Note, It depends on the size of your team, the type of 
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projects you’re working on, and your team members’ collaboration needs (Karlson, 

2017). 

Figure 3. https://www.optum.com/solutions/prod-nav/optum-collaborate.html 

 

Table 1a. Ten Options of Team Collaboration Tools (Karlson, 2017) 

 Tool  Description Top Features What’s special about this tool:  

Scoro Is the most comprehensive 
project management tool you can 
find. It has features for everything 
from project 
planning to collaboration to billing
 your clients for completed work. 
But there’s more to Scoro – it 
serves as all-in-one business 
management software where you 
can manage all your tasks, 
projects, client base, and 
finances. 
  
  

Project & task management 
To-do lists, notifications, and 
reminders 
Assigning and delegating tasks 
Reporting on work, sales 
performance, budgets, etc. 
Invoice templates and 
automated monthly billing 
Time tracking and billing 

Scoro is the perfect remote 
employee management software, 
combining team collaboration tools 
with efficient project management 
and billing, making it easy to 
manage your entire company in 
one place. 

SLACK Project & task management 

To-do lists, notifications, and 
reminders 

Assigning and delegating tasks 

Reporting on work, sales 
performance, budgets, etc. 

Team communication and chat 
Integrate with Google Drive, Box 
or Dropbox to share files 
Set up reminders 
Highlight words to be notified as 
they appear in conversations 
Use @everyone tag to send a 
message to the entire team 

In addition to popular chatting 
features, Slack has many 
shortcuts and hacks that help to 
increase the productivity levels of 
your team collaboration. 

https://www.scoro.com/team-collaboration-software-scoro/
https://www.scoro.com/billing-system/
https://www.scoro.com/billing-system/
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Invoice templates and automated 
monthly billing 

Time tracking and billing 
  
  

Use Slackbots 

Fleep Fleep is next generation 
messenger built for ultimate 
project collaboration: chatting 
with team members and 
scheduling lightweight tasks. If 
you’re tired of countless email 
conversations that take hours to 
conduct, you should give Fleep a 
try. 

Chatting with team members 
and partners 
Email compatibility – non-users 
receive ordinary emails 
Pin important messages to the 
side of each conversation 
Sharing files and 
imagesIntegration with Google 
Hangouts 
Integration with Google 
Hangouts 

Fleep delivers a channel for 
seamless collaboration via Fleep 
itself, email, Google Hangouts, so 
you never need to leave the tool to 
get your messages across yo 
other people. 

Notion This tool helps to plan and 
discuss projects, share 
everything with the team, and 
keep track of all ideas. If you like 
to use Slack, you can integrate it 
with Notion for a faster and 
streamlined communication. 

To-do lists 
Weekly planner 
Taking notes + sharing files 
Commenting on anything 
Planning projects 
Personal weekly checklist 
Serves as a shared whiteboard 

“Notion is like the LEGO set for 
collaboration software (or 
Minecraft, if you are from a 
younger generation). It lets you 
assemble workflows that work 
best for your team, as easy as 
using a text editor.” – Ivan Zhao, 
Co-founder of Notion 

Evernote 
business 

Evernote Business is similar to 
the note-taking app Evernote, 
only that it makes it possible to 
share your ideas with a large 
team. This team collaboration 
tool resembles a huge virtual 
whiteboard that lets everyone 
contribute their ideas and 
knowledge. 

All features of Evernote 
Premium 
Collect, save, and share 
documents 
Search inside PDFs and Word 
docs without opening them 
Presentation mode 
Idea boards 

Evernote Business lets every team 
member contribute their best ideas 
in a matter of seconds. Later, the 
entire team can review all the 
topics using the presentation 
mode. 

Proofhub ProofHub makes it easier to 
share and discuss ideas across 
the entire team. Moreover, it 
serves as a simple business 
management software with task 
management features 

Assigned user roles 
Online team discussions 
Sharing and saving files 
Task dependencies and 
delegating 
Reporting and tracking projects 

ProofHub is easy-to-use and 
improves the way your team 
collaborates. Getting used to this 
new tool takes about one day. 

Deekit If other collaboration tools make 
it easier to chat with team 
members, Deekit takes a huge 
step towards visual 
communication. You can create 
online whiteboards with 
drawings, graphs, and texts, and 
collaborate with all your team 
members. 

Online whiteboards 
Drawing and writing on the 
whiteboard 
Online sharing 
Saving previous whiteboards 

 Being a whiteboard, Deekit sets 
no limitations on what you can 
share with your team. This makes 
it a perfect tool for SWOT 
analysis, discussing business 
plans, explaining a visual project 
roadmap, etc 

Appear.in Similar to Skype group chats, 
appear.in lets you create online 
meeting rooms for video calls. It’s 
a great tool for teams that 
already use a chat collaboration 
tool but also need a tool for 

Send messages and links in text 
chat 
Claim your own personal video 
room 
Set a custom background image 
of the room 

Instead of adding all your group 
members to an online video call 
service, you can simply create an 
online meeting room and share 
the link with all participants. 
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online video calls. Lock the room for private 
conversations 
Share your screen 

Yammer Yammer is a widely used 
enterprise network tool. It gives 
you a platform to communicate 
and collaborate privately with 
your colleagues. 

Signing up with company emails 
Team chat and collaboration 
Sharing documents 
Chat groups 
Public and private chats 

Instead of using their personal 
email accounts, employees can be 
added by their corporate emails. 
You can also safely collaborate 
with partners and customers using 
Yammer’s External Groups. 

Mural Mural brings clarity to your 
teamwork by giving you tools for 
sharing ideas and seamless 
collaboration. It helps to 
communicate ideas more clearly 
and deliver the idea so that 
everyone understands it. 

Visually organize your thoughts 
Drop your ideas on a shareable 
canvas 
Share files 
Live conversations 
Add comments to team 
members’ ideas 
Voting for better decision-
making 
Real-time activity feed 

Mural gives you the full package 
that you need for seamless and 
productive team collaboration. It is 
a great tool for remote creative 
and design teams. 

  

Table 1b. Ten Options of Team Collaboration Tools (Karlson, 2017) 

 Tool   

Scoro 
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SLACK 

 
  

Fleep 

 
  

Notion 
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Evernote 
business 

 
  

Proofhub 
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Deekit 

 
  

Appear.in 

 
  

Yammer 
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Mural 

 
  

 

Lessons Learned/Business Case 

Things are changing to the point that sending documents via email is a slow, 

difficult and ineffective. Too many versions, lack of security, stored on different 

desktop applications and risk the chance of losing the information or the document 

gets corrupted.  Socialtext (n.d.) stated that corporate employees spend up to 1/4 of 

their day looking for information, according to research firm IDC. With the right 

collaboration solution, group productivity and organizational effectiveness can be 

dramatically increased, and decision cycle times greatly reduced (Socialtext, n.d.). 

Best practices (Socialtext, n.d.): 

 Tightly integrate social networking 

 Ensure absolute confidence in adoption rate 

 Make sure it fits the way people work 

 Aggregate information from all sources  
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 Assess Total Cost of Ownership 

Benefits of Collaboration and designing a solid workflow process (FinancesOnline, 

2017): 

 Importance of Onboarding and Training: It is important to ensure robust 

employee engagement for successful adoption of collaboration tools.  

 Integrations with other Apps: The collaboration tools should be able to 

smoothly integrate with the other business systems and apps you use. This 

can save you lots of time and improve productivity. The software should be 

able to integrate with file sharing platforms like Google Drive and Dropbox for 

easy uploading of files, assure sign-in integrations to help you sign in from 

social media accounts, integrate with social media platforms like Facebook 

and Twitter to enable you to share content, and offer workflow integrations to 

create a customized workflow with the other tools you use such as chat, 

development, meeting, task, time tracking, and calendar software. Look for an 

API which will allow you to integrate the collaboration tool with your own 

customized solution. 

 Day-to-Day Usage and Access: Consider the following factors that can impact 

the day-to-day usage of the collaboration tools: 

 The vendor should offer mobile apps to enable your employees to get updates 

and work in the field. The software should provide recovery options to enable 

you to access previous versions of files in case something is accidentally 

deleted or edited. You should be able to control the level of permission for 

each user. This is important if you wish to provide different access and usage 

levels for each user. 
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 Data Security is Essential: Cloud software vendors have improved their 

products a great deal of late.  

 Understand the Collaboration Ecosystem: Analyze the impact of introducing 

collaboration tools in your company. Pay attention to compliance regulations 

and security when choosing a vendor. Centralized or decentralized 

collaboration – Centralized collaboration places all content in a central 

location where it can be accessed by all users, unless they are restricted. 

Decentralized collaboration occurs when only the author can access the 

content and he or she shares it with others by granting specific access to 

users. 

Morgan (2013); Integrate into the flow of work: Collaboration should never be 

seen as an additional task or requirement for employees. Instead collaboration 

should fit naturally into their flow of work. For example instead of having employees 

use multiple usernames, passwords, and log-in sites; create a “front-door” to the 

enterprise accessed through your collaboration platform, see Figure 4 on the 12 

principles of collaboration. 
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Figure 4: 12 Principles of Collaboration (Morgan, 2013) 

 

 

Why I care 

Collaboration workflows and best practices are crucial to implement to ensure 

standard work processes are in place and facilitate collaboration process 

management; for example, moving away from sending files/documents through 

email and design a workflow that will facilitate this process. In order to have work 

processes and workflow in place, teams need to understand the objective. Linking 

the right people will help facilitate the mind mapping exercise to come up with a 

workflow and institute best practices. Margerison and McCann (2017), Figure 5 has 

the high energy teams model; it helps us to recognize the eight strategic issues of 

importance for successful and highly productive teams. What questions to ensure 
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the right people are in the room to design the appropriate workflow process to meet 

the company’s objective. It is pointless to come up with a workflow process if team 

members/stakeholders do not have the full understanding the work process that is in 

place and are unable to collaborate. Time is money and money is time; company’s 

need to move fast to keep up with the virtual enterprise.  

Figure 5. The High Energy Teams Model 
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